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PREFACE

'!Olkus" for hOuse .is -the Greek origin of the teriti, "ecology ".
ttudies. our bouse,,,,whateVer or WhereVer it may -be._ Like an uMbr
expand -or- cOntratt to fit many rangesnatural and Mati-made, 1"e
enVirormentti our many "houses" if we omit rancor and cite 164
complexities. -Cur sciikut-' uses- the insights of all subjects.:- T
Milltidisdiplihaty prOgram- like _ours necessarily tesUitt. Also,
a long_ time, our prOgramranges K thru 12. The -environment -Mitt
ValUet. Thete values- -have- =their origin in the -"OikUticif our _do
minds, let Us becothe masters of our =hoUte by .replacing the &zee
With '!i4ioW thyself and-thine -house.''

1. =Written- and -designed your fellow teathert this :gtilde it-s
to fit -appropriately into existing, logidal course -Conteht,

Z. Each page or _epitode offertStiggestions. Knowing 'Our- ttuden
to adapt or ailat. limitless =chances are here- for yoUr-ek0er
-Many episodes are, teIf contained,. SOO Open-minded, still oth
developed- over a -few-days -i,

3. Try these-_e0isOdet
:bbt--pleate_zpre-plan, Why.? S_iMply, no gu

and-,no- curriculum- --will. Work--unless' viewed in the context of -Y4. React to this guide wIth-Scratah Ideat and notes on the e_PiSo5. After uting_ an epitbdei-, fill out the attadhed--OValUatioh.lorm-
duplicate, or request thoi7717757171-sillgly!e- sincerely want your reactions or suggestions -hegative
evalUatiotis Are_ the key in- telling us "what Worke and- in-Aid-the ;guides .

TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ICE. RMC is Project ICE Resource Materials Center serving all 4),schbol_ districts-1m CESA 8, and -9: Check the Prbiect ICE Bibresources, Cur address and phone number it on this gpide's cove-.or call us for any :materials or help.
BAVI is Bureau' Of Audio Visual Instruction4 1-327 UriiVersity AVcMadison, _Wisconsin 53701 (Phone -: 608 -262- 1644).
Cognitive means a measurable Mental skill, ability, =Or prodet-s:Affective refers to student attitudes, values, and feelings.
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PREFACE

use is the Greek origin of the term "ecology". Environmental education
e--whatever or wherever it may be. Like an umbrella, our houte can
et to fit many ranges-=natural and man-made. We can add quality to our
r many "houses" if we omit rancor and cite long range gains, costs, and
ur "oikus' uses the insights of all subjects. Thus, a rational, positive,
y program like ours, necessarily results. Also, since attitudes growover
program tanges K thru 12.. The environment mirrors our attitUdes or

alues have their origin in the "oikus" of our collective and individual
ecomemasters of our house by replacing the 0:,:eek adage of "Know thyself"
if and thine house."

esigned by your fellow teachers, this guide is supOlementary in nature--
riately into existing, logical course content.
episode offer§ su gestions. knowing yoUr ttudents best, you decide what
do.t. Limitless chances are here for your experimentation and' usage.
are self contained, some open-minded, still others can be changed or
a, few days.

codes, but jplease pre-plan. Why? Simply, no guide has all the answers,
u um will work unless viewed in the context of your students.
guide with scratch ideas and notes on the episode pages.

n episode, fill out the attached evaluation form in the back. Use,
request maT77FEFFFFFERF77TFRffFEFTFrEifFor colleCtively to us.

want your reactions or suggestions--negative and positiVe. Your
re the key in telling us "what works" and in aiding our revisions of

VIATIONS

iect ICE Resource Materials Center serving all public and non-public
in CESA 3, 8, and 9. Check7TETTrojeat ICE Bibliography of available

address and phone number is on this guide's cover. Feel free to write
ny,materials or help.
of Audio Visual Instruction, 1327 Univertity Avenue, P. C. Box 2093,
in 53701 (Phone: 608-262-1644).
s a measurable mental skill, ability, or process based on factual data.
cs to student attitudes, values, and feelings.
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C 1. Energy from the sun, the basic
0
N source = all energy, is converted
C
E through plant photosynthesis into

T a form all living things can use
for life processes.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
CaTiErnve: The student
will demonstrate the
ability to respond
rhythmically to a
giv3n selection by panto-
miming the growth pattern
of plants.

Affective: The student
will show his awareness
to plant growth,

Skills to be Learned
1. Rhythms
2. Non-verbal expression
3. Sequential action

xe

tl

Discipline Area Music

SUbject Element

Problem Orientation Plan

SUGGESTED LEARNING
I. Student- Centered in Blass

activity
A. The teacher will play a

selection for the student
directing attention to
movements portraying
plant growth.

D. After hearing the selection,
the teacher will direct
a discussion concerning
movements inherent in
plant growth.
1. Which way do plants

grow? (Toward the sun)
2. Why do flowers follow

the sun?
C. The students will dramatizo

the growth of plants _in
rhythmic respgnse-td the
selection. 1
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to
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Discipline Area Music

Subject Elementwty:Vocal

Problem Orientation Plant Growth

SUGGESTED LEARNING
I. Student-Cent_ e107a Mass

activity
A. The teacher will play a

selection for the student
directing attention to
movements portraying
plant growth.

B. After hearing the selection,
the teacher will direct
a -- discussion concerning
movements inherent in
plant growth.
1. Which way do plants

grow? (Toward the sun)
2. Why do flowers follow

the sun?
C. The students will dramatic

the growth of plants in
rhythmic response to the
selection.

T

Grade 1-3

EXPERIENCES
Outside Resource and
Community Activities
A. Perform for P.T.A.
B. Perform for service

club
1. Lions Club
2. Women's Clubs

C. Video tape and play
back for students



Resource and Reference Materials
Publications:
Adventures in Music,
Gr. 1 - RCA- written material
on songs

Audio '7i.sual:
1. Ballet of theSlyphs-Berling

(Dramnation of Faust) - Adv. in
Music - Gr. 1 RCA

2. Waltz of the_Flowers, from
Tchaikovrkyts Nutcracker Suit

3, Morning, Grieg-Peer Gynt Suite
4. Ualtz Disney Ed-Nat. Co.

800 Smora Ave.
Glendale, Calif. 91201
8 MI silent filmlogs
Plant Life, Climbing Vines,
Flowers Opening

Continued and Additional Suggested



Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences



.0 2._ All living organisms interact
0
N among themselves and their Discipline Area Music
C
E environment, forming an intricate
P
T unit called an ecosystem.

Subject Genera

Problem Orientation In

.4.1

0
1
H
V
0

1-1
0

C,

c.
U)

H
H
H

r-f
V
-r-i

C.13

LI

BEHAVIORAL:-OBJCETIVES -SUGGESTED--LEARNING--
Cognitive: Baving-learned
the 2 songs listed, the
students will be able to
sing the songs together
to the satisfaction of
the teacher.
Affective: The students
will appreciate the need
for perfect interaction
in music and in the
environment.

Skills to be Learned
Singing
Part lirging
Comcarihg
Discussing

Student-Centered:in class -:II
activi=ty

A. Teacher will present both:
1. All students will learn'

both songs
a. Three Blind_Mide
b. AreYou_Sieepinq-

2-. Clatt divided into 2
groups:

3. Boths-ongs sung tOgethJe
B. Students discuss -how the

interaction of tie- two -tor
compares to environmental
interaction
1. Sun, rain, lancifertilay,

seed, interact to-producle
flower, etc.

2. Balance in an aquarium
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Lng organisms interact

slves and their Discipline Area Music

. forming -an= intricate Subject General Music

an edosys tem. Problem Orientation Interaction Grade 1-3

OBJCETIvES 1 SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES_
zing learned I. Student-Centered in class II. Outside Resource and

;ted, the activity Community, Activities

)e able to Art teacher. Graphic

together A. Teacher will present both illustrations of web

:tion of 1. All students Will learn of life, food chains, etc.
both songs Science teacher.

students a. Three Blind Mice
the need b. Are You _Sleeping

ceraction 2. Class divided into 2
a the groups

3. Both songs sung together
B. Students discuSs how the

earned interaction of the two sons
compares to environmental
interaction
1. Sun, rain, land fertility,

seedrinteract to produle
a flower, etc.

2. Balance in an aquarium



Resource and Reference Materials Continued and Additional Su
Publications:
Exploring Music -.Bk. 3
Holt, Rinehart & Winston

Atd Visual:

Community:

arE

tn



Su erence Materials-

Bk. 3
Winston

Continued and Additional Suggested_Learning Experiences
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Arv-adegliate=supply of_piate_water

Discipline Atea

Stbftedt Eleme

Problem Orientation

BEHAVIORAL- OBJECTIVES

H

Cogritive: tsing a given
text concerting water
pollutiontle students
will Collectively compose__
a melodic line for the
lyrics.

Affective: Students will
become aware of the
relationship between words
and melody in a song.

Skills to be Learned
Melodic comrosition.

SUGGESTED,LEARNINe
I. Student-Centered in Class

activity
A. Teacher make up appropri-

ate words, harmony,
rhythmic pattern.

B. Teacher write names of
notes from chords on
board in 3 groups
GrOup I Group IV Group V
-CEG .FAC =GEDF

C. Teacher tell students
they are going =to make
up a tune to the words
written on the bOard.

D. For each measure tell
students whichgroup to
select notes from.

E. Write notation on board
as students give the notes.
Play and sing song for
students.

G. Teach their song to them.

If
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cd
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Discipline Area Music

Subject Elementary_Vocal

Problem Orientation Clean Water

7ES-

cdS

SUGGESTED LEARN
. Student -- Centered in class
activity
A. Teacher make-up appropri-

ate words, harmony,
rhythmic pattern.

B. teacher write names of
notes frOm chords on
board in 3- groups
Group I Group IV Group V
CEG FAC GBDF

C. Teacher tell students
they are going to make
up a tune to the words
written on the board.

D. For eachmeasure,tell
students whiCh group to
seled't notes from.

E. Write notation on board
as students give the notes.

F. Play and sing song for
students.

G. Teach their song to them,

Grade

ING EXPERIENCES
II. Outside Resource and

Community .Activities
A. Record songs
B. Sing for other

classes or PTA



_Resource. and Re .erence. Materia itiona = su geste Learr
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C 5. An adequate supply Of clean
0
N air is essential -becauSemoSt_ Discipline Area Music

E organists depend on Oxygen, _through Subject General 1

T resoiration, to: release the- energy
in their i:ood.

Problem Orientation Clean

BEHAVIORAL_ OBJECTIVES
Cognitive: Given a known
melody, the students will
write lyrics dealing with
air pollution to fit the
rhythmid patterns of the
melody.

Affective: Students will
become conscious of the
fact that an adequate supply
of clean air is essential
for life.

Skills to be Learned
Writing lycrics

SUGGESTED-LEARNIkiG EX

activity
I. Studerlt-Centered in class II.

A. Review a familiar song
1. Blue Tail Fly
2. !4' Bonnie Lies Over'the

Ocean
3, Where, 0 Where Has My

Little Dog Gone
4. Twinkle, Twinide Little

Star.
5.(London Bridge Is Falling

Down.
B. Discussion related to air

pollution listing response
on the board
1. What do you like about

clean air?
2. What do you like about

the blue sky?
3. What does polluted air

look like?
C. Write new words to the

familiar melody-along the
line of air pollution.
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!.n adequate supply of clean

.s essential because most

,isros depend on oxygen, through

.ration, to release the energy
heir food.

NICRAL OBJECTIVES
Given a known

:he students will
.ics dealing with
ttion to fit the
patterns of the

Discipline Area Music

Subject General Music

Problem Orientation Clean Air

students will
nscious of the .

an adequate supply
air is essential

be Learned
ycrics

Grade 173

SUGGESTED LEARNIVG EXPERIENCES
I. Student-Centered in class III. Outside Resource and

activity
A. Review a familiar song
1. Blue Tail Fly
2. My Bonnie Lies Over the

Ocean
3. Where, 0 Where Has My

Little Dog Gone
4. Twinkle, Twinkle Little

Star.
5. London Bridge Is Falling

Down.
B. Discussion related to air

pollution listing response
on the board
l-. Whit do you like about

clean air?
2. What do you like about

the blue sky?
3. What does polluted air

look like?
C. Write new word3 to the

familiar melody-along the
line of air pollution.

Commuhity Activities
A. Prepare for PTA
B. Sing for other clas;-as
C. Each child prepare lis

own song. Each child
select own tune.
Record song on tape.

D. Solo performance
E. Record on-tape



Resourcersna,Reference Materials Continued and Additional Suggests
Publications:
Golden Sonq Bk.
School ownee music series

Audio-Visual:
Tape reclrder
Serie...4 records

Community:

se



':ste 2/Ice Materials Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences

series



C 7. Factors such as facilitating
0
N
C
E

T leisure time have a great influence
on changes in land use and centers
of o uiation density.

mummtrmyrt
Cogritive: he student will
show his knowledge of the
chronolc....N of transportation
modes by putting into
correct order 4 songs dealing
with transportation.

transportation, economic conditions Discipline Area IT

poptilatiOn -growth, and_ increased

4J

0

(NI

cn

0
f-1

1o
rn

Affective: Discuss:cm
of the impact of various
modes of transportation
will guide the students
to more consciousness
of the environmental
problems caused by-rtrans-
portation.

Skills to be Learned
Singing skills
Research study
Reporting skill§

Subject

Problem Orientation
Impact on

. Student-Centered-in-Class
4Ctivity
A. Students make a list of

songs they know dealing
with modes of transpor-
tation eg:
1. Row, Row, Row Your Boa
2. Marching Song
3. Little Red CAboose
4. DownBy the Station
5. MyPony
6. Space Travel
7. Canoe Song

B. Students will arrange
these modes in
chronological order.

C. Teacher will guide a
discussion regarding
the impact on the envir-
onment as'a result of the
progress in the various
modes of transportation
as emphasized in ballads,
folk tunes, etc.
1. Early musical inst. wer

quite primitive. Could
the same he said of
(Con't)

a.



Drs such as facilitating_

tation, economic-conditions Discipline Area Music

growth, and increased Subject Elementary Music_ _

eime- have a great influence Problem Orientation-Transpottatien Grade A.73
es in land use and centers Impact on Environment
ation densitY.
RAL-EOBJECTIVES=
TB student will
qledge of the
transportation

Ang into
4 songs dealing

:tation.

isaUSsicli
of Various=

sportationi
16:-StUdents
loOsneSs
hmental
ea- by trans-- -

Learned

Y

SUGGESTED
Student-Centered-in class
aActivity

A. Students make a1 list of
songs they know ,dealing
with todeS of transpor-
tation eg:
1. Raw, -R6w, Row Your Boat
2. Marching Song
3. Little Red CAboose
4. Down By the Station
5. MyPony
6. Space Travel
7. Canoe Song

B. Students wiles arrange
these modes in
chronological order.

C. Teacher will guide a
discussion regarding
the impact on the envir-
onment as.a result of the
progress in the various
modes of transportation
as emphasized in ballads,
folk tunes, etc.
1. Early musical inst. wer

quite primitive. Could
the same be said of
(Con't)

LEARNIN

h

G EXPERIENCES
II. Outside Resource and

Community Adtivities
A. Bring pictures of

transportation modes.
B. Put, pictures in

chronological. order
C. Social Studies and

History teachers be
consulted and a
correlation of lessons
between these depart-
ments resulting.



Resource and Reference Materials
-Publications:-
Songs from= schOoi owned music
series._

Pepper Catalogs
J.W. -Pepper -Of- :Detroit
373- Minnesota Street
Troy, Mich. 48084

Slices- of various modes of
transportation - student
owned possil lar available in other
departmehts and_ etc.
Pictures from various magazines.
Automotive Cealers and etc.
dealihg with different types of
vehicles fOr transportation
and trucking, etc.

Continued and Additiona
(Can't from I. C.)
transportation?
2-. that -effect -did earl

:have- On the- eiiiiironnf:
3. --What_ brought- about t

a. Desire to- ekrlorei,
b.- Desire to _nioVe _SU.
c. Inventions: that --b.

-Vehibles- ta prOpe_
4. As machinet- were_dev=:

developed and. as thel,
what effedt- did ,±eSu

5. What- effect :an- the -d
deeloprnent of _trans
Sing the ii-Sted
establiShed by the s

D.

CE

.7nt

)it

)de
zde

IS

ntrt
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ce Materials

-med--nittSic

)it

)des of
:dent
'.able in other-

is magazines.
-nd etc.
-nt types of
rtation

=-Continued and Additional :SuggeSted Learning :ExperienceS
_t front: I. C.)

transportation?
2. What effect did early _primative modeizof travel

haVe, on the -enVironment?
3. What brought abOut the change kri tratrel?

a. DeSire to eXPlere: -new= IandS
b. Desire to move supplies further-- faster
c. Inventions that brought. abOtit machines and

vehicles to propel man :faSter and fUrther.
. As machines were developed did fuels need. to be

developed and- they were developed -and used
What effect did reSUlt our emtlronment?-.

5. Ilhat effect on the economy resulted: from-the
development of transportation?

D. Sing the listed- songs in the proper order as
establithed by the students and instructor.



C 9. Man has the ability to- manage,
0
N manipulate, and change his
C
E enviroment.
P
T

Discipline Area Music

Subject General -Mus

Problem 'Orientation Recydlin.,

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
Cognitive: The student
will construct a playable
instrument from materials
which have keen reclaimed.

Affective: The student
will appreciate the
possibilities inherent in
re-using materials.

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPER

Skills to b Learned
Following step by step
directions.
Instrument construction.

I. Student-Centered in class II. Outs
activity Co
A. Teacher, student inter-

action of what kind of
musical instruments can
be made from discarded
materials.
1. Drums from coffee cans
2. Rattles from salt boxes
3. Chimes from glass bottl-s
4. Shakers from bottle caps

B. How would you go about con-
structing these instruments

C. Students bring in materials.
D. Students construct instrume t.
E. Discuss how other materials

can be recycled in other
areas

A.

JI

tdE

tE

c]

dE

rE

ec

st

'ct



e, ability to manage,

,d change his

In

!ER
)utc

L.

Discipline Area Mmsic

Subject General Music__

Problem Orientation Gradel-3

'JECTIVES
'dent

layable
terials
claimed.

dent
a

rent in

SUGGESTED LEARNING-EXPERIENCES_

ed
step

ction.

I. Student-Centered in class
activity
A. Teacher, student inter-

action of what kind of
musical instruments can
be made from discarded
materials.
1. Drums from coffee cans
2. Rattles from salt boxes
3. Chimes from glass bottle
4. Shakers from bottle caps

B. How would you go about con-
structing these instruments

C. Students bring in materials
D. Students construct instrume
E. Discuss how other materials

can be recycled in other
areas

Outside Resource and
Community Activities
A. Students'bring in

object from a
variety of places
(home, junkyard,
parks, etc.)



Resource and Reference Materials Continued and" Additional. Suggested LearPublications:
Making & Playing- Classroom Ins-
truments, Marcelle Vernazza $1.50
Fearon Publishers, Inc.
2165 Park Boulevard
Palo Alto, Calif. 94306

Music Inst. for. Children
to Make, John Hawkinson

Audio-Visual:

Community:

A. Students_ could - -make u_ p "their own-- mu
instruments°.

B. perform.-odoloqy song_ written- by
percussion addOMpariiMent on : student

'0



ear
mu

stu
ent

Zontinued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences
A. Students could make up their own music for their

instruments.
B. Perform ecolOgy song written by students with

percussion accompaniment on student made inst.



F-

C 9. Man has the ability to manage,
0
N manipulate, and change his
C
E environment.
P
T

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Discipline Area Music

Subject Ge "ra

ProbleM Orientation POL

SUGGESSTn.
Co nitive: Students will

ustrate by drawing
pictures their knowledge
of how easily things of
beauty can he destroyed.

Affective: Students will
become alert to how'
easily things of beauty
can be destroyed.

Skills to be Learned
Drawing skills
Listening skills

I. Student-Centered in class II
activity
A. Play a recording which

would_depict a scene of
beauty. Ex. Grand Canyon
Suite.

B. Have students draw a scen
of nature while listening
to the music.

C. Have students present
pictures to rest of class

D. Repeat the recording with
a tape of cluttered music
over the first recording.

E. Ask students to draw over
the first picture portraying
what they hear with the
second recording.

F. Present pictures to class
to analyze, discusth, and
evaluate in a pollution
minded way.
1. What did the drawing

over do to the first
picture?

2. How do these pictures
compare with places you
have seen?



:o manage,

ais
Discipline Area Music

Subject

ic

ra

Pol

II

General Music

Problem Orientation Pollution

SUGGESBITD-4,

I. Student-Centered in class

activity
A. Play a recording which

would. depict a scene of

beauty. Ex. Grand- Canyon

Suite.
B. Have students draw a scen

of nature while listening
to the music.

C. Have students present
pictures to rest of class.

D. Repeat the recording with

a tape of cluttered music

over the first recording.

E. Ask students to' draw over

the first picture portray ng

what they hear with the

second recording.
F. Present pictures to class

to analyze, discuss, and
evaluate in a pollution
minded way.
1. What did the drawing

over do to the first

picture?-
2. How do these pictures

compare with places you
have seen?

R.,tb

II. Outside Resource
Community Activities
A. Art teacher as a

consultant.

Grade 1-3



Resource and Reference Materials
Publications:

Audio-visual:
Tape recol:cga
Recora playel
Sunrise Grand Canyon Suite
Capital Records

Community.;
Park

O

Continued _and- Additional_-_S_
Students' could- go to the

a Scene-and' then listen ''t

The second piece_ should b

at



ie

t
1 b=

aterials

:e

Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences
u en s cbrald-6-E8---the park o_ r country and draw

a scene and then listen to the second recording.
The second piece should be at least two recordings.



12. Private ownership must be regarded
0
N as a stewardship and...should not
C

encroach upon or violate the
P-

T individual right of others.

+al

c11711-75137=LS

Discipline Area Uusic

Subject Elementa

Problem Orientation Stewa

-61117TMTEr'atirgrn
Cognitive: ftudents will
perform on instruments
as Lirected by the teacher
in sucha manner as to create
a disturbing experience.

Affective: Students will
discuss the players rights
in regard to disturbing
other pl...iyers' rights.

Skills to be Learned
Farlowing directions
Listening
Discussion

I. Student-Centered in class II. CP
activity
This episode sLould precede
work involving individual
class members playing
instrument, rhythm instrument,
melody instruments, etc.
A. Teacher will pass out

instruments as needed to
the class.
1. Instruct one student

to play something
very simple

2. Instruct others to
add in,playing their
own pattern, as the
teacher directs one
by one.

3. Instruct a majority
of the class to ...H.se
their hands as soon
as the 1st and original
players' music is
wiped out.

B. Discussion
1. Why couldn't we hear

"George" playing his
melody any longer?
(Con't)

-mu

you

.e

.3r

tte



must be regarded

ould not Discipline Area tiusie

nta

evia

EXP
0,

the

.ars.

Subj ect Elementary_Dusic

Problem Orientation _Stewardship Gradel-3

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES
. Student-Centered inrclass II. Outside Resource and
activity Community Activities
This episode should precede
work involving individual
class members playing
instrument, rhythm instrument,
melody instruments, etc.
A. Teacher will pass out

instruments as needed to
the class.
1. Instruct one student

to play something
very simple

2. Instruct others to
add in,playing their
own pattern; as the
teacher directs one
by one.

3. Instruct a majority
of the class to raise
their hands as soon
a§ the 1st and original
players' music is
wiped out.

B. Discussion
1. Why couldn't we hear

"Georgeu,,playing his
melody -any longer?
(Con't)



Resource and Reference Materials
Publications:

Audio-Visual

Community:

40k

ContinueaHa Additional Suggestee.-I.
(Con't from-I. B.)
2. What does this mean to us-when-we

instruments in n class?

Ey



Iterials Continued and Additional SuggeSted Learning Experiences
(Con't from I. B.)
2. What does this mean to us when we play our

instruments in a class?



C 1. Energy from the sun, the basic
0
N source of all energy, is converted Discipline Area NusicC-

E through plant photosynthesis into SubjectP
T a form z11 living thing can use

for life processes.

4

Elementar

Problem Orientation Plant G

BEHAVIC
_

T. Student-Centered in class
activity
A. The teacher will lead

a discussion about harves
activities.
1. Harvest times occur

in our area at approx-
imately what months?

2. Are all crops harveste
at the same time?

3. In effect isn't harvest
time a result of the
spring rains, and summer
sun on the plant life?!

4. What type of machinery
is necessary to comple e
harvesting of crops?

5. Are all crops harvester
in the same manner?

B. The teacher will introduc
songs related to discussiOn.
eg.
1. We Gather Together
2. Come Ye Thankfull Peopla
3. Round of Seasons
4. Swing The Shining Sicka

C. The students will sing scici
in balance watching for blend
and proper intonatiol.

Cognitive: The student
Al will demonstrate the

ability to respond
in song by singing with
correct rhythm,- intonation
and two part harmony.

4-)

0

0
si

Ln
ch

0

N
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H
H
H

43

Crr
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Affective: The student
will demonstrate an
appreciation of the impor-
tance of plant growth
by singing harvest
time songs.

Skills to be Learned
Sinainr/ activities
Intonatiin
Balance
Rhythm
Notation
Harmony

II. 0
C

A

B

'Ti

as

Qj

ad

at
Dn.

In
se

YAT



om the sup the basic

energy, is converted Discipline Area Uusic

photosynthesis into Subject Elementary Vocal

ling things can use Problem Orientation Plant Growth
2sses.

Grade 4-6

3JECTIVES
adent
the

7 with
Ttonation
pny.

tudent
In

le impor-
-)wth

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

d

. Student-Centered in class
activiv
A. Mt. Leacher will lead

a discussion about harvest
activities.
1. Harvest times occur

in our area at approx-
imately what months?

2. Are all crops harvested
at the same time?

3. In effect isn't harvest'
time a result of the
spring rains, and summeir
sun on the plant life?

4. hat type of machinery
is necessary to comple e
harvesting of crops?

5. Are all crops harvested
in the same manner?

B. The teacher will introduce
songs related to discussicn.
eg.
1. We Gather Together
2. Come Ye Thankfull Peophl
3. Round of Seasons
4. Swing The Shining Sick]c

C. The students will sing sett,:;
in balance watching for blend
and proper intonatiol.

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Students bring in
or photograph their
own pictures of harvest
scenes.

B. Art class and art
teacher co-ordinate
drawing, coloring
activities with harvest
songs.



Resource F,CRTFTITTV'MATETTE1---ZTMTIMItt'arEgharelb al S
Publications:
Grade 4 -5 Silver Burdett
Making Music Your Own
Other schoold owned music series

Audio-Visual:
Silver Burdett accompanying
record series

Community:

L

n:
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!ea 1 materials Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences
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C 2. All living organisms interact
0
N among themselves and their
C

Ca'

Discipline Area Music

.E environment, forming an intricate Subject -General Music

T unit called an ecosystem. Problem Orientation Interaction

H
4J

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
Comnitive: Having learned
the 3 songs listed the
students will be able
to sing the 3 songs
together to the satis-
faction of the teacher.

Affective: The students
will appreciate the
need for perfect in-
teraction in music and
in the environment.

Skills tc be Learned
Singing
Fart singing
Coiuparing
Discussicn

SUGGESTED LEIIRNING.EXPERIENCE
. Student-Centered in class
activity
A. All students learn the

songs:
1. Toembai, Toembai
2. Annie
3. Shalom

B. Class is divided into
3 groups

C. All three songs are
sung together

D. Students discuss how
the interaction of the
three songs compares
to environmental
interaction. The
discussion will center
around:
1. Sun, rain, land,

fertility, seed,
interact to produce
flowers, etc.

2. An aguariuth must have
a balance of air, correct
amount of water, right
combination of fish, et ,J.

II. Outside
Communit
A. Perfo

vario
1. Se
2. Cl
3. Pe

st,

4. Pe
B. Studea

other
inter
commu
or col

1

g
..e

n
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OBJECTIVES
.g learned
ANa the
e able
ings
satis-
.eacher.

.tudents
the
in-
ic and
nt.

1(3 organisms interact

Ives and their

forming an intricate

n ecosystem.

40.

Discipline Area Music

Subject -General Music

Problem Orientation Interaction Grade 4-6

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

rued

I. Student-Centered in class
activity
A. All students learn the

songs:
1. Toembai, Toembai
2. Annie
3. Shalom

B. Class is divided into
3 groups

C. All three songs are
sung together

D. Students discuss how
the interaction of the
three songs compares
to environmental
interaction. The
discussion will center
around:
1. Sun, rain, land,

fertility, seed,
interact to produce
flowers, etc.

2. An aquarium must have
a balance of air, correct
amount of water, right

Jcombination of fish, et,.

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities
A. Performance for

various :

1. Service clubs
2. Class room program
3. Performance for

student body
4. Performance for P.T.A.

B. Students could report
other instances of
interacting songs from
community radio, TV,
or concerts.



Resource and Reference Materials
Publications:
Toembai, Exploring Music Gr. 5
Holt, Rinehart & Winston
Shalom, Same as above

Audio-Visual:
5th grade record of Exploring
Music, Holt, Rinehart & Winston

Community:

Continued and Additional Suggested L

G

j.
Ln



aerials

Gr. 5
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cing
i.nston

Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences



C 2. All living organisms interact
0
N among themselves and their Discipline Area Music
C
E environment, forming an intricate Subject General /
P
T unit called an ecosystem. Problem Orientation Inter

in:

d

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
Cognitive: The students
will produce a one minute,
collage incorporating
natural and man made
environmental sounds.

Affective: The students
will demonstrate an aware-
ness of the variety of
sounds in nature.

Skills to to Learned
Technical aspects of using
a tape recorder.
Listeninrf skills
Differentiation of sounds
Rhythmical synthesis

SUGGESTED LEARNING EX
I. Student-Centered in class

activity
A. Present idea of a

sound collage
B. Create work groups of

3-5 students to record
specific environmental
sounds.

C. On board establish pattern
for interaction of sounds.
1. Heavily used road drive

out nature sounds.
2. Birds singing, cars

. driving past over-
balancing natural
sounds.

D. Students may play their
collgge for the class.
1. Discuss the job each

group did.
2. Discuss the content

of each presentation.

u1

.s

.a3

it



1

er

Inisms interact

Id their Discipline Area Music

.g an intricate

System.

Subject General Music

Problem Orientation Interaction Grade4-6

'IVES
its

mte,

,are-

;ing

.ds

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES
I. Student-Centered in class II. Outside Resource and

activity Community Activities
A. Present idea of a A. Visit and tape

sound collage record different
B. Create work groups of areas of employment

3-5 students to record to differentiate
specific environmental sounds occurring
sounds. in those activities.

C. On board establish F.Ittern B. Create a pictorial
for interaction of sounds. college by having
1. Heavily used road drive students draw their

out nature sounds. own pictures.
2. Birds singing, cars

driving past over-
balancing natural
sounds.

D. Students may play their
collage for the class.
1. Discuss the job each

group did.
2. Discuss the content

of each presentation.



acsource and aelerence Materia s Continue and Ad itxona Su ester.
Publications:

Audio-Visual:

Community:

cia



Continue and Ad itiona SU9 este Learn.n Ex eriences



C 3. Environmental factors
0

C
E

are limiting on the numbers of Discipline Area Music

organisms living within their Subject Elementary'

T influence, thus, each environment Problem Orientation Space
has a carrying capacity,

ca

0
0
aiIn
0Ii

0
N

r-i

C -. S 6

ane logy ane discussion
will find end correct an
overabundance of notes
per measure according to
a specified time signature.

Affective: Students will
relate the carrying
capacity of a musical
measure with environmental
carrying ca acity.

Skills to be Learned

0I Music reading

H
H
H

r4

41

, EARMYR
. S 6 -C t 17MITh 0
activity Co
A. Teacher demonstrates

the limits and carrying
capacity of a box and
the pieces of paper which
will fit
1. One whole sheet of

paper fits the bo'.
but no more--compare
to whole notes

2. Cut the paper in half,
fits in box but no
more--compare to half
note

3. Cut in .:Jarters--,:lom-
pare to,:cuarter

4. Cut in 8ths--come
to 8th notes.

B. Teacher establishes dis-
cussion and analogy using
sociological facts or
problems based on the
concept.
1. Why does urban spread

cut down the wild life
in the area?

(Con't)

4

4



lc tor s

numbers of Discipline Area Music

ahin their Subject Elementary Vocal

environment Problem Orientation Space LimitationGrade 4-6
Iity.

l'S SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

e .

al

I. Student-Centered in class II. Outside Resource and
activity Community Activities
A. Teacher demonstrates

the limits and carrying
capacity of a box and
the pieces of page.: which
will fit
1. One whole sheet of

paper fits the box
but no more--compare
to whole notes

2. Cut the paper in half,
fits in box but no
more--compare to half
note

3. Cut in quarters--com-
pare to- ;quarter notes.

4. Cut in 8ths--compare
to 8th notes.

B. Teacher establishes dis-
cussion and analogy using
sociological facts or
problems based on the
concept.
1. Why does urban spread

cut down the wild life
in the area?

(Con' c)



Resource aid Reference itaterials
Publicatiors:

Audio-Visual:

Community:

Continued and Additional Su
(Con't from r..

2. What would happen if you
water in a quart jug?

C. Present a measure and ti
Students dictate to a st
kinds of notes to put in

D. Teacher presents on boar
populated with notes to
mistakes.

E. Teacher presents work sh
will eliminate the exces
measure.

Using the procedures demons
students may find other exp
analogies between measures
l/ 2 Or 3 students bring in
together for class.



Su
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rials Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences
(Con't from 171. )

2. What would happen if you put a quart and a half of
water in a quart jug?

C. Present a measure and time signature
Students dictate to a student at the board the
kinds of notes to put in the measure.

D. Tez.cher presents on board a measure over-
populated with notes to have students catch
mistakes.

E. Teacher presents work sheets whereby students
will eliminate the excess number of beats per
measure. .

Using the procedures demonstrated by the teacher
students may find other experiments which form
analogies between measures and carrying capacities.
1. 2 Or 3 students bring in easy puzzles and put
together for class.



C 4. An adequate supply of pure water
0
N is essential for life.
C
E
P
T

Discipline Ard

Subject

Problem Orienta

)3

EE

B57AVIO.,

Cognitive; Using a student
written text concerning
water pollution the student
will collectively compose
a melodic line for the
lyrics.

Affective: The students
will be alert to the
problems of water pollution
by intensive application
of the word meanings to
the melody.

Skills to be Learned
Melodic composition

SUGGESTED
I. Student-Centered in cla

activity
A. All students will wri

their own set of lyr*
concerning the necess
for clean water. Se
back for example.

B. The best set of lyric
chosen and written on
board (or transparenc
1. These are then set

a rhythmic pattern
notated.

2. A chord sequence i
up if the class is
pared for this.

3. Melody notes are t
written.
a. be aware of mel

line
b. be aware of nat

at words.
C. Learn the song and pe

sing it for other cla

di

0

_c

_c
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D TIMIVES
4a dent

udent

Discipline Area Husic

Subject Elementary

Problem Orientation Clean Water crade 4-6
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SUGGESTED LEARN

I. Student-Centered in class

activity
A. Al3 students will write

their own set of lyrics
concerning the necessity
for clean water. See

back for example.
B. The best set of lyrics is

chosen and written on bla

board (or transparency)
1. These are then set to

a rhythmic pattern and

notated.
2. A chord sequence is se

up if the class is pre
pared for this.

3. Uelody notes are then

written.
a. be aware of melodic

line
b. be aware of nature

at words.
C. Learn the song and perhap

sing it for other classes.

MG EXPERIENCES
II. Outside Resource and

Community Activities
A. Perform as an

example of music
tying into other
areas at a P.T.A.
meeting etc.

B. Record song.
k-



Resource and Reference Materials
Publications:
School owned music series

Community.

Continued and Additional Suggeste
Example:
We've been working on pollution a
day.
Cleaning up our lakes and rivers
littered bay.

nc

SE



ste

n 4

CS

nce Materials

series

Continued and Additional Suggested Learning
ExampleT
We've been working on pollution all the live long
day.
Cleaning up our lakes and rivers and the garbage
littered bay.



C 5. An adequate supply of clean
0
N air is essential because most Discipline Area Music
C
E organisms depend on oxygen, through Subject Elementary VO
P
T respiration, to release the energy Problem Orientation Clean Air

in their food.

BEHPVIORAL OBJECTIVES SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIE
Cognitive: Given a known

4-' re10,417, the class will
0 write lyrics dealing
0

1
with the effects of air
pollution which will fit
the rhytlmic pattern of
the song.

Affective: Students will
become conscious of the
fact that an adequate
supply of clean air is
essential to life.

Skills to be Learned
Lyric ccmposition

i. Student-Centered in class
activity
A. Review a familiar song

eg.
1. Wait fa. The Wagon
2. Clementine
3. Battle Hymn of the

Republic
4. Working on the Railroa
5. Michael Row the Boat
6. He's Got the Whole

World in His Hands
B. Discussion related to

air pollution.
1. What do you like about

clean air, white cloud
etc.?

2. What are some things
that cause air Polluti

C. List items of discussion
on board

D. Put ideas in phrase form
to fit melody

E. Each student prepares his own
song
1. Select tune
2. Reword song relating t ai-

pollution.
. Solo performance on tape tto be(Con't

II. Outsi
Commu
A. Pr
B. Si

n.
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Discipline Area Music

Subject Elementary Vocal

Problem Orientation Clean Air Grade 4-6

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES
I. Student-Centered in class

activity
A. Review a familiar song

eg.
1. Wait for The Wagon
2. Clementine
3. Battle Hymn of the

Republic
4. Working on the Railroa
5. Michael Row the Boat
6. He's Got the Whole

World in His Hands
B. Discussion related to

air pollution.
1. that do you like about

clean air, white cloud
etc.?

2. What are some things
that cause air Pnlluti n?

C. List items of discussion
on board

D. Put ideas in phrase form
to fit melody

E. Each student prepares his own
song
1. Select tune
2. Reword song relating t ai-

pollution.
P. Solo performance on tape tvo be(Con't)

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities
A. Prepare for P.T.A.
B. Sing for other

classes



Resource and Reference Materials Continue Additional Suggested Le.
Publications: (Con't from I. F.)
The Golden Book, presented to class.
School owned music series

Audio-Visual:
Series racords
Tape recorder

Community:

T



terials Continued 'and --.ddia-Onal Suggested Learning Experiences
(Con't from I. F.)
presented to class.
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7. Factors such as facilitating

transportaion, economic conditions, Discipline Area

population growth, and increase6 Subject

Music

General Mus'

leisure time have a great influence Problem Orientation Transpor
on changes in land use and centers Impact on the Envi
of copulation density.
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BEH/VIORAL OBJECTIVES
Cognitive: The student,___
will show his knowledge
of the chronology of
transportation modes
by puttir.g in correct
order 8 songs dealing
with transportation.

Affective: Discussion
of the inpact of various
modes of transportation.

Skills tc be Learned
Singing skills
riscusicn
Chronological listing

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERI
I. Student-Centered in class II. Ttits

activity Comm
A. Students make a list of A. B

songs they know dealing t'

with modes of transportation m
(Suggested list) e

1. Casey Jones B. P
2. I Ride an Old Paint o

3. Marching To Pretoria o

4. Up, Up and Away C. S4
5. Leaving On a Jet Plane H
6. Merry Oldsmobile c

7. Jingle Bells e'

8. Happy Wanderer }pc,

9. Wreck of Old 97 m
10. Boatman, Boatman
11. Row, Row, Row Your Boat
12. Rocket Man

B. Students will arrange thes
modes in chronological orde .

C.Teacher will guide a discus ion
regarding the impact on the
environment as a result of
the progress in the various
modes of transportation as
emphasized in ballads, folk
tunes, etc.
(Con't)
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General Music

Problem Orientation Transportation Grade 4-6
Impact on the Environment

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES
I. Student-Centerec'. in class

activity
A. Students make a list of

songs they know dealing
with modes of transportatio
(Suggested list)
1. Casey Jones
2. I Ride an Old Paint
3. Marching To Pretoria
4. Up, Up and Away
5. Leaving On a Jet Plane
6. Merry Oldsmobile
7. Jingle Bells
8. Happy Wanderer
9. Wreck of Old 97
10. Boatman, Boatman
11. Row, Row, Row Your Boat
12. Rocket Man

B. Students will arrange these
modes in chronological order.

C.Teacher will guide a discussion
regarding the impact on the
environment as a result of
the progress in the :arious
modes of transportation as
emphasized in ballads, folk
tunes, etc.
(Con't)

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities
A. Bring pictures of

transportation vehicles,
n modes of travel and

etc. to class.
B. Put pictures in chron-

ological order (post
on bulletin boards)

C. Social Studies and
History teachers be
consulted and a corr-
elation of lessons
between these depart-
ments resulting.



Resource and Reference Materials Conti.nued and Additional Succp
Publicatxons:
Songs from school owned music
series

J.7.11. Pepper Catalog
J.W. Pepper of Detroit
373 Minnesota Street
Troy, Michigan 48084

Audio-Visual:

Slides of various modes of
transportation (Student owned)
Pictures from various magazines
automotive dealers and etc.
dealing with different typed of
vehicles for transportation
and trucking etc.

Community:

tt^

(Con't from I. C.)
Suggested question:,:
1. Early musical instruments I

Could the same be said of
transportation?

2. What effect did early prim.
have on the environment?

3. What brought about the cha
a. Desire to explore new 1.
b. Desire to move supplies
c. Inventions that develop:

man faster and further
4. As machines were developed

developed and as they were
what effect did result on

5. What effect on the economy
development of transportat.

D. Sing the listed songs in tl
established by the stunt



Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experienes

(Con't from I. C.)
Suggested questions:
1, Early musical insi:rements were quite primative.

Could the same be said of early modes of
transportation?

. What effect did early primative modes of travel
have on the environment?

. What brought about the change in travel?
a. Desire to explore new lands
b. Desire to move supplies further and faster
c. Inventions that developed vehicles to propel

man faster and further
. As machine:- were developed did fuels need to be
developed and as they were developed and utilized
what effect did result on our environment?

. What effect on the economy rer.ulted from the
development of transportation?

D. Sing the listed songs in the proper order as
established by the students and instructor.



C 9. Man has the ability to manage,
0
N manipulate, and change his
C
E environment.
P

T

Discipline Area Music

Subject Gener

Problem OrientationPol:

BEH7VIORAL OBJECTIVES
Cognitive: Students will
illustrate by drawing
pictures their know-
ledge of how easily things
of beauty can be des-
troyed.

Affective:
Students will become alert
as to how easily things of
beauty can be destroyed.

Skills to be Learned
bi.z.,.wing skills

Li5t2ning skills

SUGGESTED LEARNING
I. Student-Centered in class

activity
A. Play a recording which

would depict a scene of
beauty, ex. Grand Canyon
Suite

E. Have students draw a scene
of nature while listening
to the music.

C. Have students presmtpictures
to rest of class.

D. Repeat the recording with
a tape of cluttered music
over the first recording.

E. Ask students to draw over.
the first picture portrayirg
what they hear with the
second recording.

F. Present pictures to class
to analyze, discus-- and
evaluate in a pol on
minded way.
1. What did the drawing ovqr

do to the first picture'?
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Discipline Area Music

Subject General Music

Problem OrientationPollution Grade4-6

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

I. Student-Centered in class II. Outside Resource and

activity
Community Activities

A. Play a recording which A. Art teacher as a

would depict a scene of consultant.

beauty, ex. Grand Canyon
Suite

B. Have students draw a scene

of nature hile listening
to the music.

C. Have students present pictures

to rest of class.

D. Repeat the recording with

a tape of cluttered music

over the first recording.

E. Ask students to draw over

the first picture portrayirig

what they hear with the

second recording.
F. Present pictures to class

to analyze, discuss, and
evaluate in a pollution
minded way.
1. What did the drawing ov

do to the first picture

4
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Resource and Reference t-:aterials 1Continued and Adc.,..onal Suggested Lea

Publications:

Tap'recorler
Record pla!Yer
Sunrise Grand Canyon Suite
Capital Records

Community:
Park

.Students could go to the park or con:
a scene and then listen to the secon7
The second piece should be at least

_ n

.n

5e
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.nuea ana Addtional Suggested Learning Experiences

:nts could go to the park or country and draw
411a and then listen to the second recording.
;econd piece should be at least two recordings.



C 9. Man has the ability to manage,
0
N manipulate, and change his Discipline Area Music
C
E environment. Subject Elementary
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VIRAL OBJECTIVES
Cam: Students will
create playable musical
instruments from discarded
55 gallon oil drums.

Affective: Students
will recoc.nize the possibi-
lities inLerent in
recycling

Skills to he Learned
1. Tuning of musical

instrur ents
2. Safe use of small

handtools
3. Firs safety

Problem Orientation Recyclin

SUGGESTE 1,1kRNING 2
I. S 18 1. T 0

activity Com.
A. Discuss different instru- 1.

ments that can be made 2.

from raw materials-Ex. 3.

drums, rattles, whistles A. 1

B. Introduce movie Music
From Our Drums
1. Identify Pete Seeger
2. Locate the setting of

the movie (Trinidad)
C. Discussion of Movie

1. Population composition
and why?

2. Reasons for banning req.
percussion instr.

3. Ecological croblem
4. Orientation at recycli

D. Study riirections from boo
to det rmine feasibility
of reNsitive follow up

E. Follow up by attempting
to construct an "oiludrum
The actual attemot of
constructing this drum
because of the length of
time and facilities involAee.
must he an cutside class
activity. (Can't)

g

g
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Discipline Area Music

Subject Elementary Vocal

Problem Orientation Recycling Grade 4-6

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES
tudent-Centered in class

. Discuss different instru-
ments that can be made
from raw materials-Ex.
drums, rattles, whistles

. Introduce movie Music
From Our Drums
1. Identify Pete Seeger
2. Locate the setting of

the movie (Trinidad)
Discussion of Novie
1. Population composition

and why?
2. Reasons for banning rec

percussion instr.
3. Ecological problem
4. Orientation at recyclir

. Study directions from book
to determine feasibility
of positive follow up

. Follow up by attempting
to construct an "oiludrum
The actual attempt of
constructing this drum
because of the length of
time and facilities involl,
must be an outside class
activity. (Con't)

ec

Outside Resource and
Community Activities
1. P.T.A.
2. Service clubs
3. School assemblies
4. Local radio or TV



Resource and Reference Materials
Publications:
Making ard Tuning an Oil Drum,
Pete Seeger
Folkways Records
New York, N. Y. $3.45
Exploring Music Bk 6
Holt, Rinehart & Wins -on
Music for a Band

Pudio-Visual:
Film
Music From Oil Drum
1954 Pete Seeger
Folkways Records
BAVI g0713 $3.50

Community:

Continued and Additional Suggested Lea
(Con't from I. E. )

Industrial Arts teacher may give techn
cutting up the drum and the use of han

1. Additional instruction can be provi
instrument after its completion

2. A complete set consisting of sopran
and bass drums can be built and tun
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lued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences
from I. E. )

dial Arts teacher may give technical assistance in
1g up the drum and the use of hand tools.

-itional instruction can be provided to play the
;trument after its completion
-omplete set consisting of soprano, alto, tenor
bass drums can be built and tuned.
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C 9. Man has the_ability tO.tanaqe, :hE
0
N manipulate, and change his Discipline Area Music

E environment.

T Problem Orientation Mani

Subject General

of .S

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
Cognitive: Given a
guitar, the student will
demonstrate to the class
at leat 7 different ways
of producing sounds on
the guitar.

Affective: Student will
find the Variety of tones
possible in a single mus-
ical instrument

Skills to be Learned
Experimentation
Playing

SUGGESTEDLEARNING EX
I. Student-Centered in claSs

activity
A. Student will be given a

guitar to work with
B. Student will experiment

with the guitar to find
as many different ways to
produce a sound as possib4
(at least 7)
1. Strike back
2. Strike sides
3. Strike front
4. Pluck strings
5. Strum,strings
6. Slide objects on

strings
7. Play strings with soft

mallets
8. Retune strings
9. Place objects (marble)

C. Student will demonstrate
his findings to the class

D. Other students will make
suggestions of other ways
to produce sound on the
guitar.

E. Other student "specialties'
or inst. can also be usztd.

EC

c]

c
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Change his

EX IECTIVES

Discipline Area Music

Subject General MuSic

Problem Orientation Manipulation Grade 4-6

will
class
ways

3 on

will
tones
e mus-

of Sound

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES
I. Student-Centered in class

activity
A. Student will be given a

guitar to work with
B. Student will experiment

with the guitar to find
as many different ways to,
produce a sound as possibl
(at least 7)
1. Strike back
2. Strike sides
3. Strike front
4. Pluck strings
5. Strum strings
6. Slide objects on

strings
7. Play strings with soft

mallets
8. Retune strings
9. Place objects (marble)

C. Student will demonstrate
his findings to the class

D. Other students will make
suggestions of other ways.
to produce sound on the
guitar.

E. Other student ':specialties'
or inst. can also be usad.

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities
A. Band director
B. Guitar player

A



Resource ard Reference Materials
Publicatiors:
Exploring usic Gr. 7
p-64-65
Holt, Rinehart & Winston

Community:

Continued and_kdditional Suggeste

(Con't from I.)
F. How does this notion reinforce

of environment.



Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences

(Con't from I.)
F. How does this notion reinforce concept of manipulation,

of environment.
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C 9. an has the ability to manage,
0
N manipulate, and change.lhis
C
E envil-cnthent.
P

T

Be.HIVIORAL OBJECTIVES
CognitivE: Given a pair
of cymbals, the student
will demcnstrate to the
class at least 5 different
ways to produce 5 diff-
erent souLds.

Affective: Student will
find the variety of tones
possible in a single
musical instrument.

Skills tc be Learned
Experimentation
Playing

Discipline Area Music

Subject General

Problem Orientation Manip
Soand

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPE
. Student-Centered in class II. Ou
activity Cc
A. Student, will be given =a

pair of cymbals.
B. Student will try to find

as many different ways to
produce sound on the
cymbals (at least five)
1. Crash straight
2. Crash with slicing motion
3. Rub together
4. Strike and hold close

to drum head
5. Use a well vosined bow
6. Put vibrating cymbal iri

water
C. Student will demonstrate

his.findings to class
D. Other students will make

suggestions of other ways
to produce sound on the
cymbals

E. Develop concept of men
manipulating instrument
to man manipulating the
environment.



Discipline Area Music

Subject General Music

Problem Orientation Man4pulatiOn of Grade 4-6
Sound

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES
I. Student-Centered in class II. Outside Resource and

activity Community Activities
A. =Stüdént will be given a A. Band director

pair of cymbals. B. Percussionist
B. Student will try to find

as many different ways to
produce sound on the
cymbals (at leat five)
1. Crash straight
2. Crash with slicing motion
3. Rub together
4. Strike and hold close

to drum head
5. Use a well vosined bow
6. Put vibrating cymbal i

water
C. Student will demonstrate

his findings to class
D. Other students will make

Suggestions of other ways
to produce sound on the

cymbals
E. Develop concept of men

manipulating instrument
to man manipulating the
environment.
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C 11, _IrdiVidual acts,_duplidated_or
0
N cempourded, produde signifidant, Discipline Area Music
C

E envirormental alterations over time. Subject GeneralP

iC

BEHIiIIORAL OBJECTIVES
Cognitive: Through
OiScnssion, the students
will demonstrate their
knowledge of noise
pollution.

Affective: Student will
develop an appreciation
of music as compared to
noise.

Skills to be Learned
Listening
Comparison skills
Discussion

av

Problem Orientation NO3

SUGGESTED LEARNING E
. Student-Centered in class II
activity
A. Play two samples of

enjoyable musical
compositions such as:
Emprors Waltz-Strauss
Semper Fidelis-Sousa
1. Contrasting t6mpos
2. Different keys
3. Different meter

B. Discuss what makes these
pieces enjoyable
1. Pleasing melody
2. Consonant harmony
3. Bouncy rhythms

C. Play both pieces at the
same time.

D. Discuss what happened to
the beauty of the music
1. What happened to the

music?
2. Do the notes agree with

each other?
3. What has happened to

the rhythm?
E. Discuss how this happens

in our environment.
1. One train vs. rail-

way terminal
(Con" t)
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icated or

thant Discipline Area Music

ver - me, Subject General Music

Problem Orientation Noise Pollution Grade 4-6

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES
. Student-Centered in class II. Outside Resource and
activity Community Activities
A. Play two samples of

enjoyable musical
compositions such as:
Empbrors Waltz-Strauss
Semper Fidelis-Sousa
1. Contrasting tempos
2. Different keys
3. Different.meter

B. Discuss what makes these
pieces enjoyable
1. Pleasing melody
2. Consonant harmony
3. Bouncy rhythms

C. Play both pieces at the
same time.

D. Discuss what happened to
the beauty of the music
1. What happened to the

music?
2. Do the notes agree with

each other?
3. What has happened to

the rhythm?
E. Discuss how this happens

in our environment.
1. Ona train vs. rail-

way terminal
(Con"t)



Resource and Reference_4aterial4 Continued and Additional ,Slid
Publications: (Con't froM I. E.)

_

2. One car vs. super highWa
3. Car alone, truck alone,i

1 ueio-7isuzl:

Records
2 Record players
RCA - Advertures in Music
Series,
Bowmar. Records

Community:
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erialS _Continued and Additional _Shggested Learning, Experiences
(Con't from I. E.)
2. Ohe car vs. super highway
3. Cat alone, truck alonebotivtogether.



PROJECT I-C-E

Please fill in:

Episode Evaluation Form (Reproduce or duplicat

In commenting on each episode used in your c
Subject: form. Feel free to adapt it and add more page

your critiques and comments - negative and poS
Grade: hand column, please rate (poor, good, excellen

make specific comments or suggestions if possi
Concept No. Used:- vided to hell' us make this a more usable guide

Poor Good Exc.
I. Behavioral Objectives

A. Cognitive:

B. A ective:

II. galas Developed

III. Suggested Learning Experiences
A. In Class:

g:

B. Outside & Community Activities:

IV. Suggested Resource & Re erence Materia s
(specific suggestions & comments)

Serving S
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Episode Evaluation Form (Reproduce or duplicate as needed)

In commenting on each episode used in your class, please use this

form. Feel free to adapt it and add more pages. Let us know all
your critiques and comments - negative and positive. In the left-
hand column, please rate (poor, good, excellent) each item. Also,
make specific comments or suggestions if possible in the space pro-
vided to help us make this a more usable guide. Thank you.

Loral Objectives
gnitive:

ective:

Develope

g S

sted Learning Experiences
Class:

ltside & Community Activities:

!sted Resource & Reference Materials
:ific suggestions & comments)

Project I-C-E
Serving Schools in CESA 3-8-9

1927 Main Street
Green Day, WI 54301


